Portway Junior School Positive Behaviour System
At Portway Junior School we recognise that the whole school community; staff, pupils and parents have a responsibility to ensure that all the children in school
are able to learn without interruption and that they work hard whilst at school. Our Behaviour Policy helps children behave in a manner that supports excellent
learning and promotes respect and personal responsibility.

Gold Standard
Contributing interesting
information and opinions to
discussions
Help others with their
learning, acting as a mentor

Green- Expected Behaviour
Listening carefully

Orange Card
Shouting out/answering
back/silly answers.

Red Card
Using abusive language to
offend.

Looking after each other

Physical violence (kicking,
punching, biting, spitting)

Help others during social
times being a great role
model and inclusive
Helping adults with keeping
resources tidy

Polite and well mannered

Bullying behaviour (name
calling, laughing at people,
winding others up)
Not sharing, snatching
objects, lack of good manners

Caring for the whole school
and class resources

Keep trying even when things Try our best in all we do. Be
get tricky
neat and tidy.
Rewards

Gold = Team points and Star of
the Week Award.

Green = Verbal praise from a
child or an adult in class or
around school. Teacher rewards
(stickers etc)

Deliberate rudeness, ignoring
adults and children

Littering, running inside,
Breaking equipment,
untidiness, swinging on chairs vandalism, throwing,
damaging other children’s
work, stealing.
Laziness, giving up, messy
Refusing to do a task, running
work, sulking.
off or unsafe behaviour.
Consequences
Orange=
1. WARNING!! The child can move
back to green if behaviour returns to
a consistent good.
2. A supervised playtime exclusion
3. 3x ½ term then lunchtime
exclusion given.

Red = A supervised lunchtime
exclusion with member of SLT.
Parents notified by phone and letter.
2x Red Cards (in a ½ term) parents
will be invited into school to discuss a
plan of action.

